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Abstract

I defend the claim that possibility is not a matter of degree, in response

to arguments based on the gradability of modal expressions. To defend

this claim, I argue that certain kinds of gradable modifiers operate,

not on the properties that are modified, but rather on the grounds of

those properties.

1 Introduction

Is possibility a matter of degree? Can one proposition be more possible or

more necessary than another? Traditionally, possibility has been treated as

an all-or-nothing matter. However, linguistic considerations have increas-

ingly been marshaled in support of a scalar account of possibility. Those

considerations involve a particular kind of grammatical gradability of modal

expressions, which in turn is taken to support an underlying scalar modal

structure. My goal in this paper is to defend the traditional claim that
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possibility and necessity are all-or-nothing, by arguing that the linguistic

considerations better support an alternative claim.

Before continuing, it will help to make two clarificatory points. First,

I do not deny that we can compare possibilities with respect to a given

scalar property, such as likelihood or desirability. Some possibilities are more

probable than others. Some are more desirable than others. The question at

issue here is not whether we can order possibilities along some scale or other.

The question is whether possibility and necessity are themselves positions on

a scale.

Second, it is worth highlighting a distinction that is drawn by Daniel

Lassiter (2011). There is a difference between the gradability of a predicate

and the scalarity of the property picked out by the predicate.1 Consider

the property of being tall. We ordinarily think of this property as being

definable roughly in terms of some range of degrees on a scale of height. In

other words, being tall is not an all-or-nothing matter. Some people can be

less tall than others.

This fact—that tallness is scalar—is distinct from the linguistic fact that

the predicate ‘tall’ is gradable. That ‘tall’ is gradable is illustrated by the

fact that it can be modified by words like ‘very’ and ‘somewhat’. While the

gradability of ‘tall’ is a guide to the underlying scalarity of tallness, the two

could in principle come apart. There could be a language in which the word

1As far as I can tell, it is somewhat arbitrary which term we use for which, but I will
follow what I think is the norm in treating gradability as metalinguistic.
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for tallness does not permit modification of any sort, such as a language

that lacks any adjectival modifiers. This would be a case in which there is

scalarity without gradability. It is the converse claim that is at issue in this

paper. I take for granted that modal expressions are gradable. The question

is whether the gradability of modal expressions is best explained by treating

modal properties as scalar. I argue that it is not.

At the heart of my proposal is a claim about grounding. I argue that

certain all-or-nothing properties can be grounded in features that obtain as

a matter of degree. Moreover, I argue that there are degree modifiers that

operate, not on the all-or-nothing property, but rather on the grounds in

virtue of which something has that property. The proposal I defend here is

that possibility is an all-or-nothing property that is sometimes grounded in

features that obtain as a matter of degree; the degree modifiers in question

modify the grounds of possibility, rather than possibility itself. I begin by

presenting the linguistic considerations in favor of treating possibility as a

matter of degree.

2 Modal Gradability

There are a variety of gradable constructions that have led both philoso-

phers and linguists to treat possibility as scalable.2 Consider the following

2In addition to the examples discussed below, we use modifiers such as ‘remote’, ‘slight’,
‘strong’, ‘real’, and ‘distinct’ when talking about possibilities. Though I won’t argue the
point here in the interest of space, I believe that at least some of these are appropriately
used when locating possibilities along a distinct scale, such as a probability scale. In other
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sentences, each of which is drawn from the Corpus of Global Web-Based

English.3

(1) It’s a real all-American eatery, where it’s easily possible to eat a

normal person’s full meal for just a couple of dollars.

(2) The most frustrating part about this loss is that the Lions easily could

have won.

(3) The short period during which Mrs. Chamberlain was absent from the

barbecue made it only barely possible that she could have committed

the crime alleged against her.

Boris Kment (2014) relies on gradable constructions such as these to provide

an argument in favor of the scalarity of possibility:

It is often assumed that necessity and possibility are all-or-nothing

matters. But how easily a proposition could have failed to be true

is clearly a matter of degree, and I will argue on that basis that

we should think of necessity and possibility themselves as coming

in degrees. To say that P could more easily have been true than

Q is to say that P has a higher degree of possibility than Q (2).

Kment’s argument takes as a premise the fact that if we move from ‘P could

easily have been false’ to ‘Q could less easily have been false’ to ‘R couldn’t

words, I believe that a “remote possibility” is a possibility that is extremely improbable.
The examples that I consider in the paper do not work that way, or so I argue.

3Davies (2013).
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at all have been false’, the sequence of sentences sounds “like a progression

along a single dimension” (30). Kment takes this appearance at face value,

and concludes that possibility and necessity are matters of degree.4

In what follows, I will not focus on the details of Kment’s particular scalar

account.5 My focus is on the argument in favor of scalarity that takes at face

value the gradability data. Note that the argument does not rest on any

particular locution of gradability. For expository simplicity, I focus on what

it means to say that something is easily possible or barely possible. In the

next two sections, I argue against treating ‘easily’ and ‘barely’ as modifying

degrees of possibility.

3 Scalar-Grounding

In order to present my argument, I need to introduce two concepts: the

concept of a scalar-grounded property and the concept of a ground-degree

modifier. To see how the concepts work, consider a state-issued multiple

choice exam that one must pass in order to get a Learner’s Permit to drive

a car. Suppose that there are twenty questions on the exam, and in order to

pass, one needs to answer at least fourteen of the twenty questions correctly.

My friend and I each take the exam. Happily, we both pass. However,

it turns out that my score was much higher than my friend’s. Whereas I

4See Kment (2014), 28–33 for the argument. See also Kratzer (2012), 38–43, for related
arguments.

5See Lassiter (2011) and Klecha (2014) for distinct scalar accounts.
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answered all twenty questions correctly, my friend answered only fourteen

questions correctly. In other words, I easily passed the exam, but my friend

barely passed.

Passing the exam is an all-or-nothing matter. Either one passes or one

doesn’t. Either one receives the Learner’s Permit or one doesn’t. However,

the circumstances in virtue of which one passes the exam—the grounds of

one’s passing it—are a matter of degree.

What exactly does it mean to say that a circumstance is a matter of

degree? Consider the class of monadic properties of the form pλx (x answered

n questions correctly)q for each natural number n such that 0 ≤ n ≤ 20.

Each of these properties is all-or-nothing, but collectively they form a scale.

The scalar property, in this case, is something like test-taking excellence, and

each of these all-or-nothing properties picks out a degree on the scale.

The property of passing the exam is a threshold property. It is a property

that one has in virtue of exceeding a threshold on the scale of test-taking

excellence. Whether one is above the threshold or not—whether one passes

the exam—is an all-or-nothing property. But the fact that one is above the

threshold is grounded in one’s having n degrees of test-taking excellence, for

some n ≥ 14. In other words, it is grounded in a fact that is a matter of

degree. When one is above the threshold to a greater degree than somebody

else, the property that one has a greater degree of is not the property of being

above the threshold, for that is an all-or-nothing property. Rather, one has

a greater degree of test-taking excellence.
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I will call a threshold property of this sort—one that is all-or-nothing,

but whose instantiation is grounded (partially or totally) in a fact that is a

matter of degree—a scalar-grounded property. My talk of grounding here is

not meant to be out of the ordinary. I treat grounding as a determination

relation that holds between facts at different “levels,” a relation that holds

when the higher-level fact obtains in virtue of the lower-level fact obtaining.6

It is worth pointing out that whether there really exist scalar-grounded

properties is not primarily at issue here. The main issue is whether we take

there to be scalar-grounded properties—whether grounding of this sort is

a part of the conceptual architecture that we bring to the table. I claim

that we do think in this way, and moreover that our language is sensitive

to grounding of this sort. Specifically, I claim that while the gradability

literature has focused on predicates that express scalar properties, there is

another kind of gradability, one that concerns the grounds of the property,

rather than the property itself. Call a modifier of this sort—one that pertains

to the grounds of a scalar-grounded property—a ground-degree modifier.

Ground-degree modifiers differ from the modifiers in the following sen-

tences:

(4) John is extremely tall.

(5) John is very tall.

(6) John is 6 feet tall.

6See (Rosen, 2010) for an explication of grounding along these lines.
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According to a standard approach to the semantics of gradability, very roughly,

we can think of gradable adjectives, such as ‘tall’, as picking out regions of

degrees on a scale, such as a scale of height. The adjectival modifiers ‘ex-

tremely’, ‘very’, and ‘6 feet’ modify the region of the scale that is picked out.

In other words, they operate on the degree to which the property in ques-

tion is instantiated. For this reason, I will call such modifiers property-degree

modifiers.7

I claim that ‘easily’ and ‘barely’, as they occur in the following sentences,

do not function as property-degree modifiers:

(7) I easily passed the exam.

(8) I barely passed the exam.

This follows from the fact that passing the exam is an all-or-nothing matter.

As discussed above, one who easily passes the exam does not pass more than

one who barely passes. The modifiers thus cannot be modifying the degree

to which the property of passing the exam is instantiated. Moreover, this use

of ‘easily’ and ‘barely’ generalizes. One who barely caught the train did not

catch it to a lesser degree than one who easily caught the train. One who

barely made the basketball team is not less of a team member than one who

easily made the team.

How, then, do these modifiers function? My positive proposal is that they

function as ground-degree modifiers. They modify, not the degree to which

7There has been a lot of recent work devoted to making this sort of approach compo-
sitionally feasible. See, for example, Kennedy and McNally (2005).
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the property picked out by the predicate is instantiated, but rather the degree

to which the ground of the property exceeds the threshold associated with

the property.8 Where p is a scalar-grounded fact associated with threshold t

on a scale, and the scalar ground of p represents degree n of the scale:

pBarely, pq is true if and only if n is slightly greater than t.

pEasily, pq is true if and only if n is significantly greater than t.

In other words, as ground-degree modifiers, ‘barely’ and ‘easily’ function to

pick out a region of the scale associated with the ground of the prejacent

within which the degree of the ground is said to be located.

To be clear, not every use of ‘easily’ works this way. For example, the

most natural reading of (9) is one in which ‘easily’ functions as a manner

adverb, indicating the manner in which the action denoted by the verb phrase

‘performed the surgery’ is performed.

(9) The doctor performed the surgery easily.

In (9), ‘easily’ means something like ‘with ease’. One way to see the difference

in meaning between the manner adverbial use and the ground-degree modifier

use is to compare antonyms of each. The manner adverbial use is opposed in

meaning to something like ‘with difficulty’, while the ground-degree modifier

8See Klecha (2014) for an alternative account of ‘easily’ in terms of an ordering on
possible worlds. Note, though, that Klecha claims that the use of ‘easily’ in question always
modifies a possibility modal (174). If my analysis is correct, then (7) is a counterexample
to this claim.
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use is opposed in meaning with ‘barely’. The following two sentences do not

mean the same thing.

(10) The doctor performed the surgery with difficulty.

(11) The doctor barely performed the surgery.

In a situation where a doctor spent four hours performing a tricky procedure,

(10) would be appropriate whereas (11) would not. The latter would be

appropriate in a situation where, say, a medical student did most of the

work. The account of ‘barely’ as a ground-degree modifier explains this result:

how much work one needs to do in order to count as having “performed the

surgery” is a matter of degree. If the account is correct, the antonyms provide

a test for whether a given use of ‘easily’ functions as a manner adverb or as

a ground-degree modifier.

It is worth noting a conclusion that we can draw at this point. While

one might be skeptical of the analysis of ‘easily’ and ‘barely’ in terms of

scalar-grounding, it should be clear that the property of passing an exam

is an all-or-nothing property. So, whatever the correct analysis is of ‘easily’

and ‘barely’ as they occur in (7) and (8), it must be one according to which

they do not function as ordinary property-degree modifiers. It follows that,

when we turn to talk of what is “easily possible” and “barely possible,” the

linguistic data by itself does not show that possibility is scalar.

In other words, the linguistic arguments in favor of the scalarity of pos-

sibility, such as Kment’s argument, lose their dialectical force. Recall that
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Kment argues that the sequence from ‘P could easily have been false’ to ‘Q

could less easily have been false’ to ‘R couldn’t at all have been false’ sounds

like a progression along a single dimension. What the above considerations

show is that we can accept that point without concluding anything about

the scalarity of possibility. After all, an analogous point can be made con-

cerning (7) and (8). Whatever dimension we’re progressing along when we

move from (7) to (8), it is not the property of passing the exam.

This conclusion leaves open exactly what it means to say that something

is easily possible or barely possible. In the next section, I argue that there are

considerations that tell in favor of the analysis in terms of scalar-grounding.

4 Grounding Possibility

In order to argue in favor of an analysis of ‘easily possible’ and ‘barely possi-

ble’ in terms of scalar-grounding, it will help to first flesh out the proposal in

a bit more detail. The idea that possibility is grounded is not a common view

among philosophers these days, for many of whom a set of possible worlds is

taken as a modal primitive.9

However, I believe that the groundedness of possibility is a part of our

ordinary day-to-day modal ideology, the way that we think about modality.

Note, for example, the common use of the phrase ‘made possible by’ as in

‘The reporting from Peru was made possible by a grant from the International

9See (Stang, 2016) for a defense of the claim that Kant took possibility to be grounded.
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Reporting Project.’ In other words, we ordinarily take certain factors to

generate possibilities, or to make certain things count as possible. The sorts

of factors in virtue of which something counts or doesn’t count as a possibility

are varied: abilities, laws, rules, information, probabilities, essences, and

obligations are all commonly taken, rightly or wrongly, to play a role.10

When we describe something as “easily possible” or “barely possible,” we

treat possibility as a kind of threshold property, like the property of passing

an exam. To say that something is easily or barely possible is to say that

the circumstance in virtue of which it counts as a possibility functions as a

degree on a scale, one that is well above or slightly above the threshold for

its counting as a possibility.

Here is an example. Suppose that a relatively untalented chess novice is

playing a grandmaster. Is it possible for the novice to win? I suspect that

some will judge that it is possible (with stressed ‘possible’) though highly un-

likely, whereas others (especially non-philosophers) will judge that it is not

possible. I wish to remain neutral on the matter. But note that, for anyone

who judges that it is not possible for the novice to beat the grandmaster,

we can construct a spectrum of cases in which we replace the novice with

increasingly talented challengers until we eventually reach a point where it

10What does it mean for something to count as a possibility? Space prohibits me from
explaining and defending my answer to this question at length. In short, I claim that
something counts as a possibility just in case it counts as an answer to an open question.
When we are trying to figure out the answer to some question, whether it is a question
about what to do, about what will happen, or about what is the case, the possibilities are
those answers under consideration, those that might turn out to be correct. I discuss this
picture at greater length in (Sherman, ms).
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seems correct to say that it is possible for the challenger to beat the grand-

master. If such a spectrum exists, then it is at least partly in virtue of the

challenger’s chess-playing ability, which is a matter of degree, that beating

the grandmaster is a possibility.

Again, I wish to remain neutral on whether possibilities are sometimes

grounded in abilities. The point that I wish to make is that many of us

talk as if possibilities are so grounded. Specifically, I claim that this sort of

picture is presupposed by (12) and (13).

(12) It is easily possible for the challenger to beat the grandmaster.

(13) It is barely possible for the challenger to beat the grandmaster.

According to my account, (12) is true just in case whatever it is in virtue

of which beating the grandmaster counts as a possibility is well above the

threshold for its so counting. In other words, it is true just in case the ground

of the possibility is a matter of degree and, moreover, a degree that occupies

a region of the relevant scale that is well above the threshold for grounding

possibility (mutatis mutandis for (13)).

My argument in favor of this account rests on the claim that it is only in

certain cases that the grounds of possibility function as degrees on a scale.

In other cases, the grounds are non-scalar. Moreover, when we consider a

case in which the possibility in question is not grounded by a circumstance

that is a matter of degree, a sentence containing ‘easily possible’ or ‘barely

possible’ is inappropriate.
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To make this case, consider the rules of chess. The rules of chess fully

determine which moves are possible and which moves are not at a given stage

of the game. For example, at the beginning of a game, the first player is

permitted to move the White king’s pawn two spaces forward. That move is

a (deontic) possibility, one that is grounded in the rules of the game together

with the configuration of the board at the start of the game. Now, if I am

teaching the game to somebody, and they ask whether they can make a given

move, I would not say of the move that it is “easily possible.” That is, I claim

that both (14) and (15) are inappropriate on the intended interpretation:

(14) ?? It is easily possible to move your pawn.

(15) ?? You could easily move your pawn.

I would simply describe moving the pawn as being possible, full-stop. Using

‘easily’ forces a shift to another flavor of possibility the grounds of which

are a matter of degree. By treating ‘easily’ and ‘barely’ as ground-degree

modifiers, we can straightforwardly explain why it is that (14) and (15) are

inappropriate when the intended flavor is deontic—when, in other words,

the possibility in question is taken to be grounded in the rules of the game.

Since the appropriateness of ‘easily possible’ and ‘barely possible’ depends

on whether the grounds of the possibility are scalar, we have good reason to

treat ‘easily’ and ‘barely’ as ground-degree modifiers.
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5 Conclusion

How exactly this semantic picture gets filled in depends on a number of sub-

stantive assumptions that go well beyond this paper. In Angelika Kratzer’s

standard modal semantic framework, a set of possible worlds is treated as

a primitive and modal expressions are treated as quantifiers over possible

worlds.11 If we treat possibilities as possible worlds and we treat possible

worlds as primitive, there is no room to treat possibilities as grounded. We

need a semantics that can account for grounding relations.12 In addition, we

need an account of entailment, along with an account of the semantics of

conditionals and other logical operators under which modals embed. Need-

less to say, providing this much would take us too far afield. The goal here

is not to provide a complete modal semantics. Rather, the goal is to provide

some motivation for thinking that possibilities are grounded, and for treating

‘easily’ and ‘barely’ as ground-degree modifiers. Insofar as these claims are

well-motivated, we have good reason to seek an alternative to a traditional

modal semantics which does not have the resources to account for them.

I conclude by drawing two morals from the conclusions defended here,

one concerning metaphysics and one concerning semantics. First, if some

possibilities are scalar-grounded, then we need to posit modal grounds that

are scalable. This result requires adopting a somewhat permissive view about

11See Chapters 1 and 2 of (Kratzer, 2012) for the origin of the framework.
12For example, Kit Fine has developed a framework for truth-conditional content that

treats atomic states as primitive, and which is designed in part to capture grounding
relations between states. See (Fine, 2015a) and (Fine, 2015b).
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modal grounds, one that includes more than non-scalable grounds such as

essences and laws of nature.

Second, although grounding has received a great deal of attention from

philosophers, it might seem to be a distinctly theoretical posit, one that

doesn’t play a role in our ordinary day-to-day thinking about the world.

However, if the argument presented here is correct, our ordinary language is

sensitive to grounding (even if we aren’t aware of it). In other words, like

modality, grounding is a part of our cognitive architecture, one of the tools

that we use to think about the world. And so our semantic theories need to

take grounding relations into account.13
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